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Image with no alt text. Anthony Variale Antonio "Tony" Variale (born September 1, 1960) is a Canadian professional
strongman and powerlifter. He was born in Verdun, Quebec. He began training in bodybuilding at the age of 17, taking up

weightlifting just 3 months later. He won the B.C. national bodybuilding title in 1982. He has competed internationally in the
strongman, powerlifting and powerlifting bench press. He was featured on the hit show American Gladiators and played a

gladiator named "Golden Gladiator" in the episode "The Mob Is Out To Get Me" in 1987. Mr. Variale was the winner of the
International Powerlifting Federation Mr. World and Mr. Universe titles in 1987 in the heavyweight category (186 lbs. +), and
the Canadian Mr. World title in 1983. In 1988, he was voted the Canadian strongest man of the year and was one of the very

few to beat the original "Iron Man" (Arnold Schwarzenegger), winning the title in the 1992 Mr. Canadian. References External
links Canadian Strength Association The Canadian Strength Association Mr. Canadian The Life and Legacy of Tony Variale

The Canadian Strength Association Category:1960 births Category:Canadian bodybuilders Category:Living people
Category:People from Verdun, Quebec Category:Professional bodybuildersExotic Futures Sometimes a business deal will go
back and forth, or try to get back into orbit, and even if it’s relatively straightforward, it doesn’t always go smoothly. That can

lead to angry words, or even punches thrown, and in all too many cases, the business partner ends up losing. Fortunately, though,
Futures Software can help you create contracts that go around and around forever and never get called. This month, Mike has

invited a special guest, Velda Lee, to share a few stories. Velda is best known as “Nick’s long lost aunt,” but she’s a well-known
voice in the world of Futures, having taught and lectured
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